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Fermi, Planck and gas radio surveys are not compatible !
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We mask LOS with high NH where dust is 
not a good tracor for HI (H2, DNM, dust 
over-emissivity)
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Why is there an excess of dust compared
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Comparison with N(HI)

We observe an excess of dust at low 
N(HI)  (compared to N(HI) prediction) Excess of γ-ray if gas associated 

to dust

Excess in UV 

(no Reynolds layer)

𝜏353  - N(HI)  x 9 10-27

10-60

Excess in Optical (COB) ?
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NUV (1750-2850 Å)

Martin 2005
Murthy 2014

GALEX

 high intensity regions not 
observed 

mask:
- 40° of the Gould Belt
- b = -40°- 0°
- 10° from 6 bright star with halo
- 2.5° from TD1 bright UV stars catalog
- where is have dark gas
- at the excess location

900 s−1cm−2sr−1Å−1 0

FUV (1350-1750 Å)
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Same spatial distribution for dust excess as in FIR

FIR 
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Local NHI is a fairly good model for UVs scattered of the dust !

NUV/NHI FUV/NHI 
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- Planck-HFI offsets were incorrectly measured, assuming that the hydrogen is only atomic at low column density.
- We corrected the Planck-HFI offsets and fitted a MBB to Planck intensities.
- We observed that the dust opacity has risen by 40%, and that dust optical depth has increased by a constant of 7x10-7 .
- The leads to unseen excesses of dust at low NHI.
- This excess is also observed at FUV and NUV wavelengths, could it partially account for the COB excess ?
- Local NHI can be used to model UVs scattered of the dust.
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this work


